
Success Stories 

Driving Agricultural Innovation 

in South America
Winmate 12.3" Panel PC Revolutionizes Farming Practices
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https://www.winmate.com/


Background

In the heart of South America, where agriculture plays a vital role in the economy and sustenance of nations, a revolutionary

transformation has taken place. A visionary partnership between a local farming cooperative and Winmate, a global leader in 

rugged computing solutions, has brought cutting-edge technology to the fields, reshaping the way crops are cultivated and 

harvested.
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Core Products

W12IM3S-GCB1 - 12.3" ARM A53 G-WIN GC-Series Front IP65 PCAP Panel PC 

G101M9 - 10.1" ARM A73 + A53 Rugged Handheld Controller

Main Challenges

South American agriculture faces its share of challenges: unpredictable weather patterns, varying soil conditions, and the 

need to optimize resources while meeting growing demands for food production. In such a context, technological innovation 

becomes a beacon of hope, offering solutions to enhance efficiency, increase yields, and ensure sustainable farming 

practices.

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/panel-pc/fabrikautomation/ip65-frontseitig/winmate/PPC-W12IM3S-GCB1
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101M9
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Enter the Winmate 12.3" Panel PC — a game-changing innovation that combines advanced computing power with intuitive 

multitouch capabilities. Designed to thrive in rugged environments, this Panel PC proved to be the perfect fit for the 

demanding conditions of South American farms.

• A Transformative Application:

The partnership between the farming cooperative and Winmate began with the integration of the 12.3" Panel PC into their 

fleet of agricultural machinery. These Panel PCs brought an unprecedented level of technological sophistication to the 

fields.

• Real-time Data for Informed Decisions:

One of the most significant advantages of the Panel PC was the real-time data it provided. Farmers gained access to up-

to-the-minute weather forecasts, soil moisture levels, and crop growth data. This wealth of information empowered them 

to make well-informed decisions regarding planting times, irrigation schedules, and harvesting strategies. By leveraging 

this data-driven approach, the farmers could optimize resource allocation and maximize crop yields.

• Precision Farming at Its Finest:

The Panel PC's integration with GPS technology opened doors to precision farming that were previously unexplored. 

Farmers could now execute precision planting, applying fertilizers and pesticides with accuracy down to the centimeter. 

This not only reduced resource wastage but also contributed to environmentally friendly farming practices.

Why Winmate
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• Remote Monitoring and Efficiency:

In the vast expanse of South American farmlands, remote monitoring emerged as a crucial feature. With the Panel PC's 

connectivity, farmers could remotely monitor their machinery, ensuring that operations were running smoothly even in the 

most distant corners of the fields. This reduced the need for physical oversight, enhancing operational efficiency and 

saving valuable time.

• Predictive Maintenance for Minimal Downtime:

Preventive maintenance was elevated to a new level with the Panel PC. Through data analysis and sensor integration, the 

system could predict maintenance needs and alert the farmers to potential issues. This proactive approach minimized 

downtime, ensuring that machinery was in optimal working condition during critical farming periods.

• Revolutionizing South American Agriculture:

The successful application of Winmate's 12.3” Panel PC in South American farms has become a shining example of 

technological innovation meeting practical needs. Through real-time data analysis, precision farming, remote monitoring, 

and predictive maintenance, the partnership between the local farming cooperative and Winmate has driven a significant 

transformation in the agricultural landscape.

This case demonstrates how the integration of advanced technology can revolutionize traditional practices, enhance 

productivity, and contribute to the sustainable future of agriculture. As South American farmers continue to embrace the 

power of the Winmate 12.3” Panel PC, the partnership serves as a testament to the potential of technology to drive positive 

change in industries crucial to global sustenance.
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Application Diagram



Related Products
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Winmate W12IM3S-GCB1

• 12.3" ARM A53 G-WIN GC-Series Front IP65 PCAP Panel PC

• 12.3" 1920 x 720 panel with projected capacitive multitouch screen

• ARM A53 Quad Core 2.0GHz CPU

• Front IP65 for protection against water and dust

• A true flat, easytoclean front surface with edgetoedge design

• Support Android or Linux operating system

Winmate G101M9

• 10.1" ARM A73 + A53 Rugged Handheld Controller

• Low Latency video SW decoder for real-time high-resolution video viewing

• All-weather, dust, and water-resistant design (IP65). MIL-grade drop, Shock 

and vibration

• Supports optional WIFI, BT and 4G

• With dual antennas, providing improved wireless connectivity and stability

• With a removable second battery and a battery life of over 10 hours is a 

must-have tool for serious UAV pilots

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/panel-pc/fabrikautomation/ip65-frontseitig/winmate/PPC-W12IM3S-GCB1
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/panel-pc/fabrikautomation/ip65-frontseitig/winmate/PPC-W12IM3S-GCB1
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101M9
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-handheld-computer/winmate/MPC-G101M9
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